Members of the Adhoc Group and Observers are kindly invited to be present and discuss:

1- Approval of the Minutes, (checking pending positions)

2- Ad Hoc comments on the 0Draft paper from FAO on "Partnerships between FAO and Civil Society". The OCEP Office, in collaboration with the IPC asked comments and feedback on this document by July 3rd... We hope to send a Delayed but useful Short Note.

3.- Presentation of the Draft doc. prepared from the Task Team on Climate change and Food Security for Side Event during CFS 2012
(Set of recommendations from FAO to CFS through a CSO-costituency on Climate Change and FS. The TT members provided their comments as Civil Society representatives (by 11 July). The TT meets at FAO with CFS Secretariat on July 13 with the Proposal, in time for the Bureau meeting on 20 July) –

4.- Meeting with Mr. Thomas Price (time to be confirmed)

5.- Any other business  (follow up actions on VG, if written proposals arrived to our secretary Francesco C/focal point on this topic)

Best regards,

Cristina Gorajski Visconti
FAO Adhoc Group Coordinator / .BPW Int. representative